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Abstract

The maturing distributed file sharing technology implemented by Napster has first enabled the dissemination of

musical content in digital form, permitting to customers to retrieve stored music files from around the world. In the

post-Napster era, the Apple iTunes online music service has hit a record share of 16.7% in the MP3 player market

[J. Mc Hugh, Why Wi-Fi is a good business? Wired (2003) 25–26]. This is only the most prominent example of the suc-

cess of digital music distribution based on packet network technologies. However, to the best of our knowledge, the

most noteworthy aspect of the success of digital music distribution is that little about this music delivery technology

is really new. To drastically change the nature of this business, we claim that wireless delivery technology must come

into the picture. This way, the digital music delivery model will benefit from the integration of the wired Internet with a

broad gamut of wireless access technologies, such as WiFi, WPAN and 3G. In this paper we address the problem of the

‘‘customer on the move’’; we present a wireless Internet application designed to support the distribution of digital music

to handheld devices. The main novelty of our software is the ability to provide a seamless music delivery service even in

the presence of handoffs within the same radio medium (horizontal) and across media (vertical). Actual measurements

from a deployed application show that our system can deliver a smooth, ultra reliable, low latency music service to

mobile users.
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1. Introduction

Napster has been probably the most revolution-

ary and unprecedented (in terms of scale) example

of digital music distribution over packet switched
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networks [1,2]. In the post-Napster era, several

major record labels and Internet providers

launched their own versions of MP3-based music

delivery causing a proliferation of content (music,

video and games) distribution techniques to wired
devices on a very large scale. Perhaps the latest and

most famous example of widespread access to a

music storehouse is the Apple iTunes Music Store

[3]. With such a system, each browser-equipped

music consumer can search new songs as well as

popular hits he/she has not heard in years. Pre-

views may be played for free and the song down-

loaded in pristine digital quality at a low cost,
with just one click.

A new problem and opportunity is now emerg-

ing as users equipped with Internet-enabled cellu-

lar phones and other handheld devices, want to

link to music content on the Web. One may argue

that the current trend in business and technology

in digital music distribution can be significantly al-

tered only if the music delivery scheme becomes
wireless. However, a wireless music delivery model

will be successful only if it guarantees affordable

access and reliable service [4].

In this context, modern radio technologies will

play a key role in providing a large-scale, wireless

infrastructure for music delivery to mobile

listeners.

From a technology standpoint, the most
widely used standard for second generation (2G)

mobile radio networks is the so called Personal

Communications Service (PCS). This term de-

scribes a set of digital cellular technologies being

deployed in the US, and working over CDMAone

(also called IS-95A), Global System for Mobile

communications (GSM) and North American

TDMA (also called IS-136) air interfaces [5].
With the introduction of the General Packet

Radio Service (GPRS) in mobile GSM networks

in Europe, packet data connections have been al-

lowed with rates up to the order of 50 Kb/s (a

comparable 2.5G wireless radio technology in

US is CDMAone, IS-95B).

Third generation (3G) mobile systems, using

either the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access

(W-CDMA) or the CDMA-2000 radio technolo-

gies, will soon offer higher data rates of up to a

few Mb/s and an increased capacity on a large
scale. Thus, the data rates offered by the (3G)

radio technologies, plus appropriate compression

techniques, will eventually enable consumers to

access video/audio entertainment services even

from smart phones and similar smaller devices.
Besides the above mentioned radio cellular

infrastructures, WLAN/WPAN technologies, such

as, for example, WiFi and Bluetooth, are emerging

as robust, locally available and low cost means for

the deployment of music-on-demand distribution

services. Naturally, since WLAN/WPANs are

interconnected with the Internet, and since the mu-

sical resources are distributed on an ubiquitous,
anytime, anywhere basis over the Web, the users

under WLAN/WPAN coverage have unlimited

access to all those resources.

Since the mobile user will move freely across the

above telecommunication infrastructures (e.g.,

UMTS), continuous local/personal area network

connectivity is an opportunity to drastically

enhance the range, throughput, availability and
performance of a music distribution service.

In particular, stimulating scenarios for music

distribution that may take benefit by the integrated

use of global/local wireless infrastructures include

the following:

1. Music Delivery over cellular networks: a wireless

entry point to music delivery networks (e.g.,
wireless music portals) may represent an inno-

vative and value-added service offered by cellu-

lar carriers to those mobile customers wishing

to use their 2.5/3G-enabled cellular phones for

playing songs, as well as other enhanced multi-

media objects. In this context, traditional Inter-

net-based music providers (or music producers)

may exploit 2.5/3G cellular technologies to
extend the reach of their Web-based music

services to nomadic music listeners.

2. WLAN-based music showers: integrated wired/

wireless infrastructures may be built to support

the setting up of music showers that distribute

digital musical contents to authorized custom-

ers. Obviously, those customers must be under

the reach of the corresponding WLAN access
point. This may be the typical case for music

Internet cafés, music kiosks, and cyber music-

saloons.
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3. Opportunistic music communities: a music com-

munity is a community of several users of which

only a few are under the coverage of a music

shower. Contents may be forwarded from cov-

ered members to all the other members, hop-
ping from user to user, as an extension of the

existing wireless network (WLAN/WPAN or

cellular). A prominent example of opportunistic

music communities are WLAN/WPAN-

equipped drivers on roadways with music show-

ers distributed along the way. Another example

are music nomads who roam in a section of the

city, for business or pleasure wandering about
nearby hotels, parks, shops and college dorms.

Only those exposed to music showers are able

to download their desired songs. The other

members of the community, constantly probe

neighbors to share the downloaded musical

content.

Interesting technical problems arise when wire-
less technologies are integrated with the fixed

Internet, with the aim of distributing music con-

tents to mobile devices.

Take TCP, for example,designed to interpret

unexpected delays and packet losses as symptoms

of network congestion. In a wireless environment

packet losses and delays are often caused by

mobility, such as handovers, transmission errors
and temporary link outages. Hence, if mobility is

mistaken for congestion, and aggressive TCP con-

gestion prevention is activated, then further per-

formance degradation is experienced even beyond

that caused by the wireless environment [6,7].

If the wireless link is interrupted for a pro-

longed time (as during a handoff, or driving in a

tunnel), the song download may just be aborted,
adding to user frustration. To address the latter

point, an important requirement is to allow each

handheld device to function as any other Inter-

net-connected device. In essence, seamless inter-

networking must be provided between the wired

and the wireless segments of the communication.

Besides the end-to-end wired/wireless IP conti-

nuity, mobile clients should be able to benefit from
a heterogeneous wireless environment where differ-

ent mobile network technologies (e.g., 802.11, 3G,

satellite, etc.) can alternatively offer wireless access
at different quality and price to the available music

showers. Simply put, a crucial point for wireless

music distribution is that of providing an ‘‘inter-

tech’’ roaming scheme that allows mobile clients

to enjoy a continuous online music service (at the
best price) while passing by different areas that

are under the coverage of alternative wireless tech-

nologies in the heterogeneous wireless infrastruc-

ture [8,9].

To address the needs of the music nomad we

have designed, developed and field tested a mobile

software application [10] that allows users to enjoy

an online music-on-demand service on wireless
devices.

A Session Management Layer (SML) permits

online music distribution to mobile devices with

the Internet as a backplane. SML supports:

1. end-to-end IP continuity of a download activity

in the face of failures, link outages or hand-

overs, and
2. a price/performance-sensitive vertical roaming

scheme for switching across alternative wireless

technologies (e.g., WiFi, WPAN and cellular).

While TCP adjusts its parameters to match the

unstable requirements of the wireless environment,

SML aims at ensuring a successful termination of

the music download activity even when:

• the underlying link connections are damaged or

disrupted due to device mobility (horizontal

handoffs), and/or

• a mobile user passes through different areas

with signal coverage provided by different alter-

native wireless technologies (vertical handoffs).

As explained in the following Section 2, this

goal is achieved by freezing the download state

activity at the session layer when horizontal and/

or vertical handoffs are detected, thus permitting

resumption of the music data stream as soon as

the causes that caused the interruption of the mu-

sic download activity have cleared. Needless to

say, as typical downloadable songs amount to
large MP3 files (3/4 MB, on average), seamless

music distribution in the presence of horizontal

and vertical handoffs, is of great value. In our
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experiments we have assessed the effects that our

wireless Internet application has on the download

performance of digital music content. The results

indicate that our wireless applications can deliver

an ultra reliable and responsive music service to
mobile users.

The reminder of this paper is organized as fol-

lows. In Section 2, we discuss the architecture de-

sign. Section 3 presents real-world experimental

scenarios and reports on the field trial results. In

Section 4, related work is discussed. Section 5

concludes the paper.
2. System architecture

The general architecture of our proposed wire-

less application (Fig. 1) is comprised of the follow-

ing three software components [10]:
Fig. 1. System architecture.
1. Mobile Clients, i.e., music handheld devices

connected through wireless network access

points. This part of the wireless application sup-

porting mobile clients has the responsibility for

the subsequent activities of: (i) searching the
MP3 files corresponding to the client�s favorite
songs over the Internet, (ii) downloading them

on the handheld device, and, finally, (iii) playing

them as soon as the download has been com-

pleted. Currently, several alternative wireless

access network technologies are supported, in

particular WiFi (802.11b), Bluetooth,

CDMA2000 (1xRTT) and GPRS.
2. The (IS) Intermediate System, this software com-

ponent is hosted in an Internet server and repre-

sents the core of our application. It is in charge of

managing all the communications between the

handheld device and the wired Internet infra-

structure. It consists of three software sub-

systems, namely the Application Gateway, the

Discovery system and the Download Manager.
These components are described below.

(a) The Application Gateway accepts and man-

ages all the requests for songs arriving from

the client connected to a given mobile

device. The main characteristic of this soft-

ware component is that of guaranteeing reli-

able communication between the IS and the

mobile client. In particular, the Application
Gateway embodies a Session Management

Layer (SML) that ensures seamless IP conti-

nuity in the face of possible link outages and

handoffs over the wireless channel, while

allowing the client to switch across different

mobile technologies in the midst of a music

download activity.

(b) The Discovery system discovers the music
resources on the Web (i.e., the MP3 files)

which correspond to songs requested by

the users.

(c) The Download Manager downloads the

songs that have been identified by the Dis-

covery system. The Download Manager

incorporates a novel mechanism that is able

to engage concurrently several identical cop-
ies of a given music resource to speed up the

download activity from the wired Internet
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to the IS. With this particular mechanism,

each client�s request of a given music

resource is fragmented into a number of

sub-requests for separate parts of the

resource. Each of these sub-requests is
issued concurrently to a different available

replica server, which possesses that resource.

The mechanism periodically monitors the

downloading performance of available rep-

lica servers and dynamically selects, at run-

time, those replicas to which the client sub-

requests can be sent, based on both the net-

work congestion status and the replica serv-
ers� workload [11].
3. A set of Web server replicas. These are Web

servers geographically distributed over the

Internet which function as replicated music

repositories. The decision of replicating each

music resource over several servers was moti-
vated by the goal of increasing service respon-

siveness. Simply put, this replication scenario

can be thought of as a loosely coupled replica-

tion system where different servers may sup-

port different sets of songs, and each single

song may be simultaneously replicated within

a number of geographically dispersed Web

servers.

Alongside a detailed description of a search/

download/play session performed by our system

(Section 2.1), in the following Sections 2.2 and

2.3 we discuss the design and the implementation

of the protocol architecture we have devised to

support the communication between the wireless

client and the IS. Finally, in Section 2.4 we report
on the protocol stack on which all the communica-

tion between the IS and the Web server replicas is

based.

2.1. Search, download and play back of musical

resources

A complete search/download/play session for
music resources steps through three different

phases. In the first phase, a user from his/her hand-

held device issues to the Application Gateway a re-

quest for a given song. (Such a request may refer
either to a specific song author or to a given song

title.) The Application Gateway passes this request

down to the Download Manager. The Download

Manager asks the Discovery for the complete list

of all the available music resources matching the
request issued by the user. Discovery performs

the search of the songs required by the client. Such

activity steps through two additional different

phases and proceeds as follows.

First, Discovery tries to establish a relationship

between the requested song titles and the system

MP3 description files. (Note that different songs

stored in different Web servers may match the
request issued by the user.)

Once this activity is completed, Discovery

passes to the user (via the Application Gateway)

the list of all the songs (and corresponding files)

that match the initial request. Upon receiving this

list, the user chooses one of the proposed songs.

This choice activates an automatic process to

download the correspondent MP3 file. It is the
Download Manager, now equipped with all the

relevant information needed to locate it that

downloads the required MP3 file, and finally deliv-

ers it to the software application running on the

mobile device.

It goes without saying that during this second

phase, it is the responsibility of the Discovery

subsystem to individuate the Web locations
(URI) of all the copies of the chosen song, while

the Download Manger carries out a concurrent

fragment-based download activity by engaging

all the different replica servers that maintain a

copy of the requested MP3 song. As soon as the

MP3 file arrives at the mobile client, the software

application running on the mobile device starts

the third and final phase amounting to the play
back of the downloaded MP3 file.

Before all this happens, a preliminary phase has

to be carried out where in each music repository

announces the list of the songs it wishes to make

available for distribution. Each music server which

wants to add its own repository to our IS system

may do so by running a software application called

the Data Collector which is in charge of communi-
cating the list of the clips along with the associated

multimedia resources to Discovery.
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2.2. Providing connection continuity on the

wireless link

Our wireless application has been structured

based on the use of an open IP approach where
the mobile device functions as any other Internet

connected device. End-to-end direct TCP/IP conti-

nuity is ensured by exploiting the TCP/IP protocol

stack [12]. The main motivation is to provide a

seamless internetworking scheme between the

wired and the wireless segments.

Further, as one of the most crucial problems for

multimedia distribution to wireless devices is that
of an unexpected link interruption in the middle

of a long download activity, we have augmented

our wireless protocol architecture with a session

layer developed on top of the transport protocol.

The aim of our session layer is to guarantee that

the music download is not compromised when

long link outages or (horizontal/vertical) handoffs

occur. It is very important to notice that here the
problem is no longer one of adjusting the transport

protocol performance to match the unstable

requirements of the wireless environment. Rather,

it is one of ensuring a successful completion of the

download activity even when the underlining con-

nection is broken at the transport layer due to

device mobility.

Fig. 2 shows the protocol stack we have devised
to provide support to all the communications be-

tween the mobile client and the Application Gate-
802.11b GPRS 1xRRT

IP

TCP

SML

Music on Demand

Mobile
client

Fig. 2. Mobile client-IS: p
way. As seen from the figure, at the client side,

different radio technologies may implement the

data link layer at the basis of our protocol stack.

On the top of this multi-protocol radio layer, a

standard TCP/IP stack is installed that guarantees
TCP/IP continuity between the wireless link and

the wired segments of the Internet. The application

layer built on top of TCP consists of two different

sub-layers:

• a Session Layer: this protocol layer is devoted

to managing a download session which pro-

vides users with the possibility of resuming a
communication that was previously interrupted

due to problems occurring at the lower levels of

our communication architecture,

• aMusic Application Layer: this protocol layer is

in charge of supporting the different connec-

tions needed to search, download and play

songs.

It is well-known that the standard implementa-

tion of the TCP protocol interprets unexpected de-

lays and packet losses as symptoms of network

congestion.

In such a case, the standard implementation of

TCP reacts by triggering an aggressive back off

procedure that reduces the congestion window to

achieve connection stability. Unfortunately, unex-
pected delays and packet losses on a wireless link

may be caused not by congestion, but by mobility,
802.3                        

IP

TCP          TCPW

SML

Music on Demand

IS

rotocol architecture.
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such as handoffs, link outages and severe transmis-

sion errors. Hence, if mobility is mistaken for con-

gestion and aggressive congestion control

procedures are activated, the overall performance

of the wireless connection is drastically reduced
with a significant performance degradation of the

whole system.

To overcome the performance problems of a

traditional TCP stack in a wireless environment,

a host of alternative techniques were proposed

[7]. However, one of the most prominent (and les-

ser-known) problems for music distribution to mo-

bile device is that of an unpredicted link
interruption in the midst of a long download.

A crucial aspect of TCP-oriented communica-

tions, in fact, is represented by the problems that

are caused by long link outages and handoffs. In

other words, a mobile user may enter an area of

no signal coverage for a given period of time. This

could happen for several different causes including

the following:

• no signal coverage is provided for inaccessible

areas, such as tunnels, subways, basements

and cellars;

• a mobile user is passing through different areas

which are under the coverage of different base

stations, working with the same radio technol-

ogy (horizontal handoffs);
• a mobile user is passing through different areas

with signal coverage provided by different alter-

native wireless technologies (vertical handoffs);

• a user is in an area simultaneously covered by

several different radio technologies; he/she

may wish to select which radio access to use

based on opportunistic motivation (e.g., cost,

amount of available bandwidth, etc.).

Typically, if the time period of no coverage ex-

ceeds a given threshold (e.g., a few minutes) the

network gateway located in between the wired

and the wireless segments assumes that a link level

interruption has occurred and, consequently, inter-

rupts the data link connection over the wireless

link.
We have two possible cases. In one case, the

mobile client may have left the area of no signal

coverage (say, a tunnel) in time to receive the
information that the communication has been de-

stroyed at the link level. In such a case, the TCP

software running on the mobile client explicitly

shuts down the TCP connection, as no more data

will be delivered to the mobile device through that
TCP connection.

In the second case, the mobile client may still be

in the area of no signal coverage (a ‘‘long’’ tunnel)

when the network gateway tries to inform it that

the link level communication has been lost.

In this case, there is no way the client TCP soft-

ware can learn from the gateway about the link le-

vel interruption. Thus, it is the operating system
that intercepts the no coverage signal coming from

the network interface adapter, and autonomously

takes the decision to propagate an error that

makes the TCP socket no longer available for data

delivery at the client side.

A further negative result of this anomalous situ-

ation is that the TCP connection remains open for-

ever at the server side, even though no more data
may be transmitted over that TCP connection.

Both the above cases lead to the same final re-

sult: the music download is interrupted with no

possibility to resume the data stream. This is a

clear evidence that a session mechanism is needed

to manage communication interruptions. With this

in view, the aim of our session layer is no longer

one of improving TCP performance to cope with
the instability of the wireless environments, but

one of ensuring a successful termination of the

download activity even when the underlying TCP

connections are disrupted or damaged due to the

device mobility.

Stated simply, the full success of a song down-

load activity may be really guaranteed only by a

session mechanism able:

• to freeze the download activity in the presence

of temporary communication outages, and

• to resume the data transfer as soon as signal

coverage is available again.

To this aim, we have designed a session man-

agement layer (SML) which is able to manage pos-
sible interruptions at the lower levels of the

communication architecture due to the pheno-

mena of either horizontal or vertical handoffs.
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Even though our session mechanism can work

on any TCP stack, we have extended our protocol

architecture to include, at the transport layer, one

of the TCP protocols which was specifically de-

vised for a wireless lossy environment [13,14].
Namely, we have embodied in our protocol archi-

tecture the TCP Westwood (TCPW) protocol [15].

The traditional congestion control algorithm of

TCP Reno includes three phases: slow-start, con-

gestion avoidance and Fast Retransmission–Fast

Recovery that provide an enhanced recovery from

sporadic errors. This mechanism is not well suited

to wireless lossy links since sporadic losses due to
radio channel problems are often misinterpreted

as a symptom of congestion [6]. To overcome this

problem, modifications to the standard TCP Reno

such as Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) or

split-connections have been proposed [16,17].

Another drawback of TCP Reno is the sensitiv-

ity to an erroneous (low) initial setting of the slow-

start threshold that can lead to premature conges-
tion avoidance and thus under utilization of the

channel. In this area again TCPW provides an ele-

gant solution in that it continuously estimates the
Fig. 3. SML: implementin
‘‘eligible bandwidth’’ and resets the slow-start

threshold accordingly [18–20].

More precisely, the TCPW source performs an

end-to-end estimate of the eligible bandwidth by

measuring (and low-pass filtering) the rate of
returning ACKs. This estimate is then used to

compute new values for both the congestion win-

dow and the slow-start threshold to be exercised

during the specific TCP connection.

The window and threshold estimates are used at

slow-start and after a congestion episode. While

TCP Reno blindly cuts the window by half after

loss, TCPW sets the congestion window to match
the bandwidth available to the connection at this

time. An important advantage of TCPW is the sen-

der side only modification of the code (with respect

to TCP Reno). This permits leaving the TCP client

software unchanged, as illustrated in the protocol

architecture reported in Fig. 2.

2.3. Implementing the session management layer

Our SML works at the client side as shown in

Fig. 3, and summarized below. At the beginning
g the mobile client.
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of each download session, a mechanism has been

implemented that selects the most appropriate

radio interface among all those available on the

mobile device. Through this radio interface (and

the corresponding IP address) a TCP connection
is established with the Application Gateway (line

1, Fig. 3).

When the mobile device opens a download ses-

sion with the Application Gateway through this

TCP connection, the Application Gateway assigns

a unique identifier to this new session and sends it

to the client (lines 2–3). During the download pro-

cess (line 4, global variable: download_completed),
if the client is informed of an interruption occurred

at the wireless link level (line 5, global variable:

TCP_error), or if too long a period of time has

passed since the instant when the last byte was re-

ceived (line 5, global variable: connection_time-

out), then the download session state is saved. In

essence, a pointer to the last byte which was

received prior to the interruption is saved at the
mobile client along with the session identifier (lines

7–8), while the current TCP connection is closed

since it has been (probably) disrupted due to a link

outage (line 9).

After an interruption of a download session, an

automatic mechanism is started that tries to estab-

lish a new TCP connection with the Application

Gateway by concurrently exploiting all the radio
interfaces which are available on the mobile device

(line 11). With the first radio interface responding

positively to this attempt, a new TCP connection is

opened that permits to resume the interrupted
Fig. 4. Selecting the most app
download session with the Application Gateway.

In essence, the session is restored as soon as the

mobile client is able to send to the Application

Gateway a message containing the session state

that was previously saved (lines 10–13, global
variable: session_resumed).

Eventually, when the client detects that the

download is successfully completed, the session is

terminated (line 16). At this point, the termination

of the session is communicated to the Application

Gateway.

For the sake of completeness, we have reported

in Fig. 4, the software code implementing the func-
tion that selects the most appropriate radio inter-

face available to identify the wireless client

(connect_to_gateway). In particular, first the oper-

ating system running on the wireless device is

interrogated to identify the IP addresses corre-

sponding to all the available radio interfaces (line

1, Fig. 4). Then, all the IP addresses of the avail-

able radio interfaces are simultaneously exploited
to try to connect to the Application Gateway (lines

2–7). The identifier of the first TCP connection

which is successfully established is finally returned

to our SML in order to start (resume) a corre-

sponding download session (line 8). It is important

to notice that in the current implementation of the

connect_to_gateway function a criterion is used to

select the most appropriate radio interface which is
based on the speed with which each radio interface

is able to respond to the connection request issued

by our SML. Needless to say, future extensions of

our SML may be devised that include different
ropriate radio interface.
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alternative criteria to be used to perform the
choice of the most appropriate radio interface.

Obviously, changing this selection criterion only

entails the replacement of the software code imple-

menting the connect_to_gateway function, while

the general software organization of our SML

may remain unaffected.

The SML implemented at the Application

Gateway side works to keep the operations per-
formed by the Application Gateway coordinated

with the client. Fig. 5 shows that the Application

Gateway exploits an internal mechanism to find

out if a given request for a TCP connection coming

from the wireless client represents a new session or

an attempt to restore an already existing session.

If the Application Gateway receives a new ses-

sion request (line 1 in Fig. 5, global variable:
new_session_request), it assigns an identifier to

this new session and, using the current TCP con-

nection, transmits the session identifier to the mo-

bile client along with the first data of the song

which was requested (lines 2–3 and 8).

If the request is to restore an already existing

session, the Application Gateway first performs a

check to detect if an old TCP connection exists
which is still open but inactive.

In this case, the Application Gateway closes the

old TCP connection because it does not have an

active counterpart at the client side. Then, the

Application Gateway resumes the session and

starts sending data to the client using the most

recently established TCP connection.
The restoration of this upload activity is per-
formed by exploiting the pointer to the last byte

which was received by the client before the link

disruption (lines 5 and 8).

When the client informs the Application Gate-

way that the download activity has been success-

fully completed, the current session is terminated

at the Gateway side (lines 7 and 10, global vari-

able: download_completed).
Additionally, the SML at the Gateway side

timesout a session when a large amount of time

has passed without any communication coming

from the client (lines 7 and 10, global variable: ses-

sion_timeout). Currently, the value of this timeout

is set equal to 1 h.

It should be clearly understood that SML is

able to restore download activities interrupted
due to long link outages and handoffs, but it can-

not recover from system failures occurring at the

wireless client or at the Application Gateway.

We consider this type of problem as an issue of

future extensions of our system.

2.4. Exploiting the Web as music repository

In the previous Section 2.3 we have discussed

the protocol architecture that supports all the

communications between the mobile client and

the IS-counterpart, that is, the Application Gate-

way. We are ready now to report on the protocol

stack on which all the communications between

the Web replica servers and the IS-counterpart
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(i.e., the Download Manager) are based. In es-

sence, it is the Download Manager that is the real

agent responsible for the download process. It was

devised to maximize service availability (i.e., the

percentage of successfully served songs requested),
as well as to maximize the service responsiveness

(i.e., the time after which a requested song is suc-

cessfully downloaded on the mobile client).

These goals have been fulfilled by exploiting the

technique of replicated Web servers. According to

this technology, a software redundancy is intro-

duced on the Internet side: the songs which com-

pose a music-on-demand service are replicated
across a number of Web servers, geographically

dispersed over the Internet.

In this context, a typical strategy to guarantee

service responsiveness and availability consists of

dynamically binding the client to the available ser-

ver replica with the least congested connection

[21].

An approach recently proposed to implement
such a download strategy at the Internet side con-

sists in using a software mechanism, called the

Client-Centered Load Distribution (C2LD) mech-

anism [11].

The main task of this mechanism is to minimize

what we term the User Response Time (URT), i.e.,

the time elapsed between the generation of a re-

quest for the retrieval of a given Web resource
and the delivery of that resource to the final user

over the wireless link.

Simply stated, rather than binding a client to its

most convenient replica server as proposed in [21],

C2LD captures each request for a music resource,

and fragments that request into a number of sub-

requests for separate fragments of that resource.
IP

TCP

HTTP Layer

C2LD

IP

TCP

Download 
Manager/Discovery 
Application Layer

IS

Fig. 6. The Download Ma
Each sub-request is sent to a different available

replica server, concurrently. For each sub-request,

an internal timeout is set, and if this timeout ex-

pires before the requested fragment is received,

the fragment is requested from another replica ser-
ver. Finally, the replies received from the replica

servers are reassembled to reconstruct the re-

quested song which is then delivered to the final

user.

One of the main advantages of the C2LD mech-

anism is that it is able to adapt dynamically to the

state changes in both the wired network (e.g.,

route congestion, link failures) and the replica
servers (e.g., replica overload, unavailability). To

this end, the C2LD mechanism monitors periodi-

cally the available replica servers and selects, at

run-time, those replicas to which the sub-requests

can be sent following a dynamical Web server rep-

lica selection procedure. In essence, this dynamic

selection procedure is based on the idea that those

replicas are selected that can provide the requested
song fragments within a time interval that permits

minimizing the URT [22].

We have implemented the C2LD mechanism on

top of the HTTP 1.1 interface, as shown in Fig. 6.

It is also worth mentioning that the use of the

C2LD mechanism does not force music providers

to organize Mp3 repositories which are all perfect

replicas of the same list of songs. A song, in fact,
may be replicated within only some of the avail-

able server replicas of our system. The way in

which our system is able to determine if a re-

quested song is in existence in the system is man-

aged by the Discovery system. Indeed, in order

to obtain a song, a mobile user starts a request

by providing the name of the song.
IP

TCP

HTTP Layer

Web Server
Application Layer

Web Server

nager protocol stack.
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In essence, the main responsibility of the Dis-

covery is that of performing a sort of naming reso-

lution for musical songs which are requested by

clients. In particular, it is in charge of:

• establishing a formal relationship between the

requested songs and the correspondent Mp3

files stored in the system,

• identifying the exact Internet locations where

Mp3 files are replicated.

It is a known fact that song titles and corre-

spondent authors are useful for file indexing, but
are not sufficient for accurate file identification.

For example, the same song may be encoded at

different sampling rates thus resulting in different

Mp3 files, or identical Mp3 files may exist with

different names or titles.

To overcome this kind of problem, the Discov-

ery function is able to identify identical Mp3 cop-

ies of a given song by calculating a 32 bit-based
identifier (called the checksum) which is computed

on the file content, as discussed in [10].

Specifically, the Discovery system manages two

different hash indexes: the former, needed to re-

solve user�s requests, is created on the basis of

the song title and author while the latter, is created

on the basis of the checksum value mentioned

above and is used to localize the requested files.
To minimize the traffic overhead, we took the

decision to implement a distributed scheme where

each music server wishing to upload its own songs

on our system has to locally run a software appli-

cation, termed the Data Collector, which provides

the possibility to add or to delete the songs to be

referenced by the Discovery system. In this case,

it is the responsibility of the Data Collector to
locally perform the checksum computation. The

Data Collector is implemented as a Java applet

to enhance software portability, and also meets

standard security constraints, as it can only read

from the local file system, but it cannot execute

local write operations.

After having computed the checksum of all the

files that a given music provider wishes to distrib-
ute, the Data Collector opens a TCP connection

towards Discovery and uploads the computed

checksums to it. It is worth noticing that our signa-
ture mechanism has been specifically designed to

cope with the fragmentation/reassembly process

provided by the C2LD mechanism which

needs to work with identical Mp3 copies of a given

song.
Summarizing, with our signature mechanism, it

is possible to build a replicated repository for each

different version of a given song. Each replicated

repository can be built with the contribution of

each different owner of an identical copy of a given

Mp3 song. The main advantages of this scheme are

that:

• the construction of such a replicated repository

may be conducted based on a distributed and

independent process, where each owner may

use the Data Collector and its signature mecha-

nism to add/delete its copy of a given Mp3 song,

and

• an expedited song distribution is guaranteed by

the C2LD mechanism which is able to exploit all
the available identical copies of a given MP3

song.
3. An experimental assessment

In this section we present an experimental study
we have conducted to assess the efficacy of our mu-

sic on demand application. The main motivation

behind our experimental assessment was that of

investigating the quality and the performance of

Web/mobile client music download sessions sup-

ported by our wireless application. During the per-

iod August 1–August 30 2003, we conducted 500

experiments consisting in the download of a set
of different songs (MP3 files.) In the next two sub-

sections we provide detailed information concern-

ing, respectively, the experimental scenario where

our trials were carried out (Section 3.1) and the

empirical results we gathered with our on-the-field

trials (Section 3.2).

3.1. Experimental scenario

With the aim of providing several different rep-

licas for the songs to be distributed, we exploited
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four different Web servers providing the same set

of 20 different songs. The four different replica

servers were respectively located in USA (Wash-

ington), Brazil (San Paolo), Japan (Tokyo), Italy

(Cesena), as shown in Fig. 7. They were all based
on the Linux Debian operating System, and

exploited an Apache HTTP server.

The Intermediate System was running on a Pen-

tium III machine (800 MHz, 128 MB RAM)

equipped with the FreeBSD v. 4.7 operating sys-

tem, and was located in the LAN (100 Mb/s) of

the Network Research Laboratory in the Depart-

ment of Computer Science at UCLA (USA).
Further, the wireless device, on which the client

of our application was running, was installed on a

HP iPAQ H5450 PDA (400 MHz, 64 MB RAM)

equipped with the Windows CE 3.0 operating sys-

tem, as represented in Fig. 8. In particular, this fig-

ure shows how the different wireless cards may be

plugged into the HP iPAQ device used in our

experiments.
We conducted our experiments using four dif-

ferent radio technologies installed on the wireless

device. We exploited the four following radio

interfaces: WLAN 802.11b (infrastructure-based),

WLAN 802.11b (ad hoc), CDMA-2000 (1xRTT),

cellular GPRS (the corresponding cards are

depicted in Fig. 9). In particular, we used the wire-
washin
s. francisco 

los angeles

tokyo

Fig. 7. Distributing t
less network adaptors with the following charac-

teristics:

• Infrastructure-based WLAN: iPAQ embedded

interface working at 11 Mb/s.
• Ad hoc WLAN: external interface (PCMCIA),

Orinoco Gold produced by Lucent Technolo-

gies, working at 1 Mb/s in ad hoc mode.

• 3G CDMA2000 (1xRTT): external interface

(PCMCIA), Sierra Wireless AirCard 555, nom-

inal data rate of 144 Kb/s.

• GPRS: external interface (PCMCIA), Sierra

Wireless AirCard 750 (triband 1900, 1800,
900 MHz), working at the data rate of 56Kb/s.

It is worth mentioning here that the two differ-

ent 802.11b configurations (namely, infrastruc-

ture-based and ad hoc) corresponded to two

different topologies:

• infrastructure-based WLAN (11 Mb/s): the
wireless PDA is connected to the WLAN access

point and the wired LAN segments of the Net-

work Research Laboratory at UCLA;

• ad hoc WLAN (1 Mb/s): the wireless PDA is

directly connected, through its radio interface,

to the machine hosting the IS using an ad hoc

configuration (1 Mb/s).
client Web server

new york

gton

san paolo

bolognaMiami

cesena

he Web servers.



Fig. 8. The HP iPAQ H5450 with three wireless interfaces

installed.
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To provide the reader with an approximate

knowledge of the transmission times experienced

on the Internet links in question, we report the

average Round Trip Time measurements, obtained

with the ping routine, between the IS, located at
UCLA, and the four different Web servers, i.e.,

Washington, San Paolo, Tokyo and Cesena. The

RTTs were 79, 189, 132 and 157 ms, respectively.

The transmission time and packet loss over the

wireless channels between the IS and the mobile

client, were also measured. As expected the results

varied with the radio technology as follows:

• infrastructure-based WLAN! 3–6 ms, 1–15%;

• ad hoc WLAN! 5–53 ms, 1–20%;
Fig. 9. Some of the wireless cards
• CDMA2000—1xRTT (144 Kb/s)! 309–930

ms, 1–12%;

• GPRS (56 Kb/s)! 550–610 ms, 1–18%.

The packet loss is due in part to buffer overflow
and in part to wireless channel errors.
3.2. Empirical results

This section reports on a large set of results ob-

tained within the experimental scenario we have

described above. In particular, we will present

the measurements of the download times we ob-
tained for the distribution of MP3 songs from

the Web to the mobile clients for all the three

following download situations:

• The entire song download process is conducted

by using the same wireless network technology,

without any kind of interruption.

• The song download process is split into a few
different subsequent phases (typically, 2 or 3).

The split is due to horizontal handoffs that

caused a download interruption. In essence,

after each handoff, the download process is

resumed by using the same wireless technology

that was operational before the interruption

caused by the handoff.

• The song download process is split into two dif-
ferent phases which are separated each from

other due to vertical handoffs. In this case, after

the handoff the music download session is

restored using a wireless technology which is

different from that supporting the download

activity prior to the occurrence of the handoff.

E.g., we have a transition from WLAN to

CDMA2000 (or 1xRTT).
exploited in the experiments.
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Figs. 10 and 11 show the results where the same

kind of radio access technology was used. In both

these figures the song download times (expressed
in seconds over the Y-axis) are recorded for one

of the following situations (specified over the

X-axis):

• The user who downloads songs is stationary

and does not suffer from any download inter-

ruption (Still User, 0 interr.).

• The user who downloads songs is in motion and
does not experience any download interruption

(Motion, 0 interr.).

• The user downloading songs is in motion and

experiences exactly one download interruption

(Motion, 1 interr.).

• The user downloading songs is in motion and

experiences exactly two download interruptions

(Motion, 2 interr.).
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Fig. 11. Download time depending on number of interruptions,

when using TCP Westwood.
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Fig. 10. Download time depending on number of interruptions,

when using TCP Reno.
In Fig. 10 the transport layer was TCP Reno. In

Fig. 11 it was TCP Westwood.

The first general (and anticipated) conclusion is
that the larger the number of interruptions, the lar-

ger the download time. Based on this consider-

ation it is clear that a user in motion typically

experiences larger download times w.r.t. the case

when the user is static.

A second consideration touches upon the fact

that smaller download time may be obtained with

radio access technologies able to guarantee a lar-
ger bandwidth. This is an expected result which ex-

plains the smaller download times obtained with

the WiFi technologies w.r.t. the cellular infrastruc-

ture (GPRS-1xRTT).

As a third comment, we wish to observe that

WiFi technologies are typically more robust in

the sense that, within this technology, more than

one interruption rarely occurs as evidenced by
the plots in Figs. 10 and 11.

The final, and perhaps most important, consid-

eration regards the fact that TCP Westwood

(TCPW) consistently outperforms TCP Reno

when the radio technology is cellular. However,

TCPW does not clearly outperform the traditional

TCP in the experiments conducted with the WiFi

technology (Fig. 12).
In the latter scenarios the download times ob-

tained with TCP Reno are often smaller than those

obtained with TCPW.

The superiority of TCPW in cellular environ-

ments is simply explained by the fact that ARQ
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Table 1

Vertical handoffs

Experiment #1 ADHOC—51 s, 24%

Interruption—2 s

GPRS—236 s, 30%

Interruption—1 s

WLAN—36 s, 46%

Download time = 326 s

Experiment #2 WLAN—31 s, 37%

Interruption—1 s

ADHOC—81 s, 33%

Interruption—1 s

ADHOC—27 s, 0%

Interruption—4 s

1xRTT—110 s, 30%

Download time = 255 s

Experiment #3 1xRTT—144 s, 34%

Interruption—18 s

WLAN—56 s, 41%

Interruption—18 s

ADHOC—26 s, 25%

Download time = 262 s

Experiment #4 ADHOC—51 s, 24%

Interruption—2 s

GPRS—236 s, 30%

Interruption—1 s

WLAN—36 s, 46%
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mechanisms in cellular networks retransmit only a

very limited number of times (once in the case of

1xRTT).

Moreover the packet latency is large. All these

factors weigh in favor of TCPW.
The reason for the poor behavior of TCP West-

wood in 802.11 can be traced to the fact that, in

absence of random channel errors, TCP Reno out-

performs TCPW when the bottleneck buffer (in

our case the buffer on the 802.11 PCMCIA card)

is larger than the ‘‘pipe size’’. The pipe size is de-

fined as the number of packets outstanding on

the path. It is proportional to the {delay · band-
width} product.

The experimental scenario based on the WiFi

technology, indeed, has quite a low {delay · band-
width} product, due to the fact that the propaga-

tion delay from IS to wireless client is very low.

Thus, the PCMCIA buffer is always much lar-

ger than the {delay · bandwidth} product. More-

over, the random loss rate is extremely low since
802.11 retransmits a packet in error up to 7 times!

As a consequence, TCP Reno prevails as expected.

To confirm this hypothesis we performed an

additional experiment where the IS was placed

far from the mobile client, in Cesena. The mobile

client downloaded songs while moving around

the UCLA Campus. The {delay · bandwidth}
product is now much larger than before. The mea-
surements taken with this additional experiment

and reported in Fig. 13 confirm our hypothesis:

TCPW exhibits lower delay than TCP Reno.

As to the experiments conducted to test our

wireless application in the case of vertical handoffs,
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Fig. 13. Comparison between TCP Reno and TCPW within the

WiFi scenario.
we may report the fact that in all those experi-

ments (100%) our mechanism was able to guaran-

tee the completion of the download session even in

the presence of several radio technology switch-

overs (and corresponding vertical handoffs).
As significant examples of our experimental tri-

als, we report below in Table 1 the traces of six dif-

ferent download sessions conducted switching
Download time = 326 s

Experiment #5 WLAN—38 s, 52%

Interruption—1 s

ADHOC—78 s, 35%

Interruption—2 s

GPRS—99 s, 13%

Download time = 218 s

Experiment #6 GPRS—38 s, 3%

Interruption—1 s

WLAN—72 s, 44%

Interruption—2 s

GPRS—104 s, 0%

Interruption—2 s

ADHOC 38 s, 53%

Download time = 257 s
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through different radio access technologies (e.g.,

from WiFi to GPRS/1xRTT). Out of those six

traces, three are concerned with the experiments

conducted switching from WiFi (infrastructure-

based and ad hoc) to GPRS, while the other three
were conducted switching from WiFi to 1xRTT.

In particular, for each given trace the following

information is reported in Table 1:

• Radio access technology used to download the

song before interruption; download times

(expressed in seconds) and correspondent

amount of downloaded song (percentage)
before interruption.

• Duration of the interruption (in seconds).

• Total download time (in seconds).

Based on the results we report in Table 1, we

wish to point out that the session layer mechanism

we have adopted ensures that song download may

be carried out even if several link interruptions oc-
cur due to vertical handoffs. In simple words, our

wireless application is able to maintain the down-
Fig. 14. Experiment #1: moving th
load session active even in the case when long sig-

nal interruptions are caused by vertical handoffs.

Further, our wireless application is able to: (i)

freeze the status of the download session even

when a radio access technology selected to bypass
an interruption turns out to be not able to down-

load data, and (ii) find out and switch to an alter-

native available technology to resume the data

download activity (see traces of Experiments #2

and #6).

It is very important to mention that without the

support of our session layer mechanism in similar

cases the download activity should be restarted
from scratch with each new interruption.

To conclude our experimental study, we have

carried out a deeper analysis on how our mecha-

nism behaves during the execution of the experi-

ments reported in Table 1. In particular, we have

examined Experiment #1 as a significant example

of the behavior of our mechanism.

Specifically, this experiment was conducted
while moving around the UCLA campus as de-

scribed in Fig. 14. It may be noticed that all the
roughout the UCLA campus.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of our session-based mechanism with

different single-technology approaches.
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buildings and living areas represented in the figure

were covered by the GPRS/1xRTT wireless access

technologies.

Only the Bolter Hall building was covered by an

infrastructure-based WLAN, as well as by an ad
hoc WLAN set up inside the area of the Network-

ing Research Laboratory (dark circle in the figure).

Experiment #1 was conducted moving along the

path pointed out by the arrow in Fig. 14.

During this experiment, the time needed to

download the requested music was distributed

over the three different wireless technologies

(based on their availability) with the percentages
shown in Fig. 15.

Further, Fig. 16 shows the evolution of the mu-

sic download process over time expressed as the

number of bytes that were downloaded with each

different network technology.

Fig. 17, finally, compares the performance

(download times) of our mechanism which en-
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Fig. 16. Experiment #1: integral of downloaded bytes over time

with different wireless technologies.
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Fig. 15. Experiment #1: percentage of download time for

different wireless technologies.
gages simultaneously different wireless technolo-
gies (on the basis of their availability) with

alternative approaches where only one access tech-

nology is exploited for downloading the entire

music resource of Experiment #1.

Obviously, this comparison has been conducted

under the hypothesis that each single access tech-

nology is available in the experiment according

to the percentage of active download time specified
in Fig. 15.

It is easy to recognize that, under these hypoth-

eses, our session-based multi-technology mecha-

nism is able to guarantee the completion of the

download process with smaller time w.r.t. an ap-

proach where alternative wireless technologies

are used separately. Based on the above consider-

ations, we may conclude that our developed mech-
anism is very effective for the download of digital

music over wireless devices, and hence may be con-

sidered as ultra reliable.
4. Related work

The aim of this section is to briefly present some
related work and to compare it with the most rel-

evant design choices we have taken to implement

our system.

4.1. Wireless multimedia delivery service

An issue of paramount importance for the

development of our application is that of multime-
dia (music) distribution over wireless networks

[23]. To this aim, there has been plenty of attention
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about the possibility of an effective, secure and

reliable access of multimedia (music) information

from wireless terminals. For example, a well-

known approach is represented by the use of the

i-Mode technology.
In this context, a multimedia distribution ser-

vice is being developed which distributes music

to user handsets that have player functionalities

[22]. Two kinds of service are offered, the former

amounts to the provision of promotional music

samples, the latter provides download of entire

songs for immediate purchase. The first limitation

of this approach is that it does not provide the sup-
port for maintaining a download session when the

user moves between different devices and access

networks. Another limitation of this approach is

that it rests upon a specific technology (i-Mode).

In contrast, our approach permits the applica-

tion to adapt to changes in the communication

environment, thus enabling the user to experience

the data (music) flow as transparently as possible
even in the presence of environmental (network)

changes.

Another prominent issue in the design of wire-

less distribution services is concerned with the fact

that typically multimedia (music) information is

conceived as a flow of continuous data [24,25].

Following this approach, the main problem turns

out to be how to react to latency and packet loss
problems caused by handovers. Typical solutions

to ameliorate problems due to latency jitter and

packet loss amount to buffering or smoothing tech-

niques [26].

Although these techniques are very effective in

reacting to latency and packet loss, they usually

introduce buffering delays that try to surmount

the interruption of the data flow, but increase the
overall end-to-end delay.

It is well-known, however, that a large increase

of the end-to-end delay may have a negative effect

on human perception, and hence should be

avoided. In this sense, attention should be paid

to the fact that ‘‘low-quality’’ music distribution

services may induce a significant drop in the use

of modern wireless technologies for music distribu-
tion [3].

In contrast, our application was designed to

provide the user with a wireless music distribu-
tion service that, in some sense, resembles the

iTune system [3]. According to this approach,

the main goal is that of ensuring the delivery

of a high-quality copy of an entire song to the

final user. The challenge, here, is to develop a
distribution system that is able to seamlessly ex-

tend the reach of wirelined Internet-based distri-

bution services to mobile users. In essence, for

the type of applications we have developed, less

attention has to be paid to those latency-hiding

problems which are typically faced by streaming

applications. Instead, a seamless delivery service

has to be guaranteed where no byte is lost
while moving between different network tech-

nologies.

4.2. Always best connected

Being always best connected (ABC) means

that a person is not only always connected, but

connected through the best available access tech-
nology. Defining what the best connection is may

depend on a number of different factors includ-

ing, for example, user preferences, device size

and capabilities, available network resources

and coverage, application requirements, service

policies [27,28]. Perhaps, the simplest form of

an ABC service amounts to a situation where

the user is provided with capabilities to access
services over different types of network technolo-

gies, without any automatic mobility support

[29–32]. More complex ABC services are cur-

rently being devised where the user may transfer

the application session from one ABC terminal

to another.

Following a full ABC-type approach, we have

developed our system with the aim of guaranteeing
a sophisticated ABC service where the wireless

terminal is allowed to move seamlessly between

different access network technologies, while main-

taining a (session-level) connection to the music

application servers, without losing data or needing

to manually restart the application in the case of

handoffs.

We have developed our service based on a tra-
ditional IPv4 stack without Mobile IP [33].

According to this solution, with each event of

mobility, the user must acquire a new private or
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public IP address, through the DHCP, from the lo-

cal network gateway. However, adopting a simple

IP service would mean that ongoing transport level

sessions are lost when the client moves. To over-

come this problem we have developed an intelli-
gent interface selection operating on the client

device (Section 2.4) which allows employing at

each interface a different IPv4 address depending

on the network to which the device is connected.

As described in the above mentioned Section 2.4,

the state information needed for the dynamic

switching of interfaces (IPv4 addresses) is man-

aged through a session layer mechanism built on
top of TCP.

A large number of alternative solutions exist

where the goal of preserving user sessions, when

the user is roaming among heterogeneous net-

works (or different providers), is achieved

through the use of mobile-IP based architectures

[34,35]. The use of Mobile IP here allows deliv-

ery of packets to a fixed address called a Home
Address (HoA). To this aim Mobile IP employs

two network elements: a Home Agent (HA), in

the home network, and a Foreign Agent (FA),

in the foreign network. When moving to a for-

eign network, a mobile node discovers a local

FA, registers the address of FA as a care-of-ad-

dress (CoA) with its HA, and creates the binding

between the HoA and the CoA. The HA is in
charge of intercepting packets directed to the

mobile node, encapsulating them and tunneling

them to the FA. The FA decapsulates the origi-

nal packets and delivers them to the mobile

node. Following this approach, all the transport

layer sessions are preserved as the mobile node

maintains its HoA. The motivations behind our

choice of using IPv4 without Mobile IP are the
following:

1. A IPv4 service without Mobile IP does not need

a specialized client software for service access,

nor requires modifications at TCP-IP stack in

the network.

2. A IPv4 service without Mobile IP does not need

to perform tunneling activities for the delivery
of packets to the client (typically, tunneling

activities may be the cause of service perfor-

mance degradation).
3. A Mobile IP based service needs an overlapped

coverage between alternative wireless technolo-

gies to avoid service disruption and packet loss

during service handoffs. Instead, our choice to

resort to a session level mechanism ensures that
no packet is lost during service handoffs even in

the absence of overlapping coverage.

Further, to conclude this comparison, it is

worth recalling that a problem of very practical

relevance for wireless music distribution is that

of unexpected link interruptions in the midst of

a long song download activity. The aim of our
session level is to ensure that the download

activity is not destroyed nor a single byte lost

due to very long link outages or handoffs. In es-

sence, our session has been developed to guaran-

tee a successful termination of the download

process even when the underlying TCP connec-

tion is interrupted because of device mobility.

Obviously the disadvantage of our approach is
that our session level mechanism should be

embedded into each new multimedia distribution

application to be developed. This problem could

be surmounted by devising a middleware-based

approach including our session layer mechanism

[36].
5. Conclusions

We have developed an Internet ‘‘wireless’’

application that can efficiently distribute music

files from Web Servers to mobile clients across

different types of wireless media.

The main characteristics of a ‘‘wireless’’ appli-

cation are: (i) ability to provide support to mobile
clients connected to the Web through different

radio access technologies (e.g., WiFi, GPRS,

1xRTT), and (ii) ability to provide song download

continuity even in the presence of horizontal and

vertical handoffs. The wireless application we

designed does satisfy the above requirements.

Moreover, it incorporates sophisticated soft-

ware mechanisms that always guarantee to the mo-
bile user the best download alternative. Music

download measurements confirm the efficacy of

our approach.
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Future extensions of this work include the de-

sign of QoS negotiation strategies for music distri-

bution, and the implementation of Authentication,

Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) mecha-

nisms [37].
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